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WE RACE
YOU WIN
Every meter, mile and trophy accumulated on circuits and at the highest
level of competitions like the FIM Motocross World Championship, AMA
Supercross series and the AMA Pro National Motocross Championship
produces information, data and discoveries that drip into the KTM SX
catalog.
The majority of KTM’s world titles have been won on the dirt. Racing is
an ideal proving ground and means that any KTM SX model is created to
accommodate the very best riders in motocross and the heaviest demands.
In 2019 KTM toasted its fourth AMA 450SX Supercross Championship
from the last five years with Cooper Webb’s brilliant success in just his
first season racing the KTM 450 SX-F FACTORY EDITION. In the FIM
MXGP Motocross World Championship, again with the KTM 450 SX-F, KTM
obtained 13 podium finishes with three different riders achieving six overall
GP victories.

World Championship title in 2019. The Red Bull KTM Factory Racing
team has clinched 12 out of 16 championships in the category since the
inception of the class in 2004. Also, on the international stage, eight of
the first nine positions in the 2019 FIM 125cc Junior Motocross World
Championship belonged to the KTM 125 SX and trophies were lifted in both
the 85cc and 65cc divisions.
Supercross features difficult, compact and hardpack (occasionally very
rough and rutty) stadium-set temporary circuits while MXGP produces a wide
diversity of tracks, conditions and climates for a 20-round, 40-moto globetrotting contest. These peak levels of competition test the finest components
for chassis performance, suspension, electronics and the requisites for
powerful and reliable engine output. The blend of these elements is
essential for racing spoils and informs the versatility and quality of the serial
production 2021 KTM SX collection.

The prolificacy of the KTM 250 SX-F machine continued in the highly
competitive MX2 category, with Jorge Prado clinching his second successive
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RACE REFINED

INTRODUCING THE 2021 KTM SX RANGE
The 2021 KTM SX model collection advances
the ground-breaking technology forged across 10
different models, from the revolutionary KTM SX-E 5
electric mini racer to the mighty potent and
championship-winning KTM 450 SX-F machine.

KTM’s staggering rate of success on racetracks and
its unrivaled expertise combined with some of the
latest manufacturing techniques mean that the
leading European manufacturer can continue to set
the standards with these models:

Once again, KTM has refined and enhanced the
widest pool of motocross machinery available on the
market. The READY TO RACE philosophy is at the
foundation of the work and development for 2021,
as KTM strives towards fresh benchmarks with two
core objectives: To create the lightest, best-handling,
most powerful, usable and well-equipped motocross
motorcycles in any showroom and to ensure that
riders of any age or ability will find the ultimate
technical package they require.

4-STROKE

As in the past, the KTM SX range caters for every
possible taste and aims at setting the bar for
performance with each offering. Whether highly
modern and efficient 2-strokes or the latest 4-stroke
engineering or the proactivity of KTM’s work in
e-mobility, there is either a race-winning or classleading ‘saddle’ that will open the door to a new era
of motocross excellence.

// KTM 85 SX
// KTM 65 SX
// KTM 50 SX

// KTM 450 SX-F
// KTM 350 SX-F
// KTM 250 SX-F

The upgrades for 2021 focus on suspension
and chassis modifications, tweaks to engine
architecture to further boost reliability, new
Dunlop tires and a reworked graphics package.
There is also a small group of changes to the KTM
Sportminicycle portfolio. Key information about
each motorcycle as well as some of the special
editions and complimentary KTM PowerParts and
KTM PowerWear can be found throughout the
following pages.

2-STROKE
// KTM 250 SX
// KTM 150 SX
// KTM 125 SX

SPORTMINICYCLES

E-SPORTMINICYCLE
// KTM SX-E 5
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UPDATES ACROSS THE RANGE
CHASSIS, SUSPENSION & AESTHETICS

NEW GRAPHICS

Weight, handling and feeling are critical sensations on the dirt and the
KTM 2021 SX line-up benefits from a series of adjustments to keep the
motorcycles at the forefront of their respective classes.

KTM revised the racy look in the previous model
range and this has been reworked again for 2021.
Whether riding, racing, play-riding or backflipping
the serial production KTM motocrossers have to
look the part and the refreshed aesthetic will not
disappoint.

NEW SUSPENSION SETTINGS & SEALS
Revised for 2021, the WP XACT front forks and
rear shock feature internal hardware updates. The
configuration is now slightly firmer both at the front
and the rear, after research found a refined optimum
setting for traction and comfort. The objective was
to achieve a feeling with the SX models where
confidence and reassurance was at a new premium.
Both suspension units benefitted from new ‘low
friction’ seals made by SKF for the linkage bearings
that reduce the friction level and cause the whole
system to provide improved action. The reworked
front fork has extended oil and air bypasses that
reduce pressure peaks and a new mid-valve damping
system for exceptional feedback. Suspension
upgrades were an important addition to create
that heightened riding sensation with the 2021
machinery.

NEW FRONT FORK

NEW TIRES
The KTM 2021 SX models come equipped with Dunlop’s Geomax MX-33
tires. The rubber is suited to soft terrain but with a wide scope of application
and offers improved durability and better traction thanks to the compound
and tread pattern. The MX-33 is also proficient for shock absorption thanks to
the construction of the casing. KTM found that the qualities and performance
of the MX-33 made it a very strong choice to suit the 2021 KTM SX line-up.

In close collaboration with WP Suspension, the WP
XACT upside-down front fork with state-of-the-art
AER technology has been reworked for 2021. The
new unit counts on extended oil and air bypasses;
these reduce pressure peaks and complement a
new mid-value damping system. The overall effect
provides better performance and increased feedback
thanks to the improved damping. As usual, no
special tools are required to make changes as an air
fork pump comes supplied with each bike.
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4 STROKE
PERFECTION

KTM 450 SX-F

NEW ENGINE PARTS
Already wide limits of reliability have been stretched further with the
KTM 450 SX-F. The engine benefits from new copper-beryllium bushing
on the upper conrod bearing. This technique replaces the DLC coated
piston pin after suitable gains were discovered during testing. A reworked
shift locker also contributes to this augmentation of reliability. A reduction
of weight and inertia, along with improved stiffness come through the new
and altered shape of the rocker arms as well as the subsequent structural
optimization. The engine casing now carries additional fixing points for
the hour meter and the practicality of the entire casing itself has improved
through the use of just two M6 screw dimensions for the whole unit.

In the last five years the KTM 450 SX-F has established its reputation as one of the strongest and most
competitive motorcycles on any track. The model has won fans and fame for its compact, lithe profile, agility
and 450 cc powerplant that is forceful with torque and output right through the rev range. Proof has been
seen with race victories in every imaginable condition and in the hands of very different riders. Reliability
has been at a premium and the work of the factory teams has led directly into the 2021 machine.
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KTM 350 SX-F

KTM 250 SX-F

As a compromise between the lighter feeling of the KTM 250 SX-F and
the razor performance of the KTM 450 SX-F, the KTM 350 SX-F is still a
perfect fit. The concept of the motorcycle has been relevant for 11 years
and the 2021 version retains the advantages of agility and manageability
to ensure its importance in the KTM SX-F roster. The KTM 350 SX-F won
the FIM MXGP World Championship in its first season on track and thanks
to the skills and development work with Antonio Cairoli, this machine was
unbeaten for the following four and continues to be the choice of riders
looking for that ultimate balance of power and agility.

Arguably the best quarter-liter motorcycle this decade with 12 FIM MX2
World Championships from the last 16 years and since the inception of
the MX2 class in 2004. The KTM 250 SX-F still leads the field today
thanks to titles for the last four seasons in a row (with three riders) and
the largest number of holeshots in that same period. The motorcycle
has evolved to offer the best combination of handling and power in
the division. At a time when the quest for engine performance and
competitiveness is at a peak, there is no better choice than the KTM 250 SX-F.
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2 STROKE
SUPREMACY

KTM 125 SX
KTM’s 125 SX has been developed using the most advanced engineering
that the company has to offer. At a little over 17 kg the motor offers
premium power and is slotted into a chassis that allows the rider full
precision and play. For 2021 KTM’s R&D have applied thicker inner
clutch hub sleeves for additional reliability (a modification also applied to
the KTM 150 SX) but the biggest upgrade is the new piston, with tougher
material to again elevate reliability.

Weight, speed, results and prestige: KTM’s continuing 2-stroke nuance and technology means that the
manufacturer stays at the front of the pack of this model segment. Instantaneous throttle response and
the best power-to-weight ratio on the market means that KTM’s 2-stroke offerings through three distinct
motorcycles and a host of Sportminicycles is an ample gateway to fun.
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KTM 150 SX

KTM 250 SX

The KTM 150 SX’s absence from international racing classes hides the
sheer competitiveness of this sharp, quick and light package that can be
a match for any 250 cc 4-stroke. Many components are shared with the
KTM 125 SX but the extra grunt and torque emanating from the compact,
58 mm-bored cylinder and through the six-speed gearbox, DS clutch and
3D stamped exhaust tech converts into maximum enjoyment.

The quarter-liter 2-stroke has long been a favorite for riders seeking
maximum ‘horses’ and fun from the KTM 2-stroke family. The twin valve
control power valve, the hydraulic DDS clutch, a balancer shaft to lower
vibrations, the 38 mm flat-side carburetor and a 5-speed gearbox help
towards smooth power output and the most impressive power-to-weight
ratio in the world of motocross.
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SPORTMINICYCLES
KTM quality components and innovation are present from the very first roll
of the wheels for the youngster and keenest of riders. The Sportminicycle
section of the KTM SX assortment is arguably one of the most important,
and KTM has crafted resilient, exciting and READY TO RACE motorcycles
for children as young as four and up through the age groups. By treating
the KTM 85 SX, KTM 65 SX and KTM 50 SX with the same development
impetus and priority as the larger machines the Sportminicycles have
retained their position as class leaders.

IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH THE RANGE
KTM was able to apply several standard refinements across the three-bike
collection. A new throttle assembly with roller actuation means a smoother
motion and improved cable reliability. The result is an advantage both for
learner-riders and learner-racers and their lessons for throttle use. A new
throttle cable with a firm fixation to the carburetor throttle cover is another
addition with safety and effectiveness in mind. Then, of course, there are
the new 2021 colorways and graphics, following the aesthetics of the larger
‘brothers’

KTM 50 SX

KTM 65 SX

KTM 85 SX

The KTM 50 SX, and the KTM 50 SX MINI, are the two ‘babies’ of the
family for riders between the ages of four to 10 and with a lower seat
height, automatic clutch engine with smooth power delivery. Despite its
diminutive size, the KTM 50 SX has been created from the ground-up
specifically for youngsters and the presence of premium components belies
its ‘first step’ status. An example is the WP XACT suspension which has a
reworked rear shock setting for 2021. The front forks benefit from a 240g
weight-saving thanks to the thinner outer tubes (the same measure applies
to the KTM 65 SX for a 260 gr cut) and therefore both bikes take profit of a
brand new triple clamp as well as new handlebar pads. KTM has focused on
control for the latest incarnation of the KTM 50 SX and KTM 50 SX MINI so
a newly tapered handlebar permits thinner grips to suit the tiniest of hands.
In fact, the standard grip (ODI lock-on, as with the larger, adult motorcycles)
on the 2021 KTM 50 SX is 5 mm smaller.

The FIM Junior Motocross World Championship-winning KTM 65 SX is the
next progressive step for evolving riders and racers. The engine uses a highperformance cylinder with a pressure-controlled exhaust valve for a plentiful
amount of torque. The frame is made from lightweight but high-strength
chromium molybdenum steel sections. The bike has a newly tapered
handlebar for 2021 (28/22 mm) and with ODI lock-on grips. The KTM 65
SX is a lasting and effective stepping-stone in the KTM Sportminicycle
scale.

The 85 cc category means increased speed and physical demand, and the
machinery must maintain the peak of performance and reliability with which
KTM Sportminicycle riders and families are already accustomed. The 2021
KTM 85 SX has the engine power and featherweight chassis to ensure full
READY TO RACE competitiveness – and is also a 2019 FIM Junior world title
winning model – but comes listed with a new braking system specification.
A 2-piston floating caliper on the front and a single-piston floating rear,
with dimensions close to full-size brakes, are a result of new FORMULA
equipment. As a consequence of the re-fitted unit the brakes offer improved
performance and feeling, whilst providing more consistent brake wear. The
KTM 85 SX has larger rear disc boosted from 210 mm to 220 mm and a new
rear hub and fork boot to match the disc and caliper. A new clutch master
cylinder matches the design of the 2021 brake master cylinder.
0.010

E-SPORTMINICYCLE
KTM SX-E 5
Based on the incredibly popular 2-stroke KTM Sportminicycle range, the KTM SX-E 5 is an electric
mini racer that is easy to ride, even for beginners. This exciting model and first impressive step towards
greater e-mobility carries the advantage of producing zero emissions, low noise, easy operation and
minimal maintenance; therefore opening a wide world of where and when kids from three-to-10 can
ride. The KTM SX-E 5 has a dynamic design with an adjustable seat height ideal for the growing user.
The KTM Powerpack on the KTM SX-E 5 can provide more than two hours of riding for a beginner,
or 25 minutes for the faster junior racer (charging takes approximately one hour). Comparable to its
combustion-powered counterpart, the KTM SX-E 5 enjoys a number of riding modes and has set a new
benchmark within the electric-minicycle market in terms of competitive performance, rideability, safety,
and serial standard.
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KTM
POWERPARTS
INTENSIFY YOUR RIDE
WHILE ALL KTM SX MACHINES ARE READY TO RACE
a certain appeal to intensifying its look and feel to make your
RIGHT OUT OF THE CRATE, there’s
dirtbike as radical as possible. The KTM PowerParts range offers a
variety of options to enhance your KTM, both aesthetically and for
performance, so you can take it to new heights.
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FACTORY START DEVICE
Prevents the front wheel from lifting at the start and thus
providing greater traction.

AKRAPOVIČ KIT
“EVOLUTION LINE”
The AKRAPOVIČ EVOLUTION LINE is a must for any rider
looking to maximize their ride. Not only does it offer racy looks,
there are significant weight savings whilst offering increased
power with more torque. Manufactured entirely of high-grade
titanium, the additional resonance body provides an optimum
power delivery. Designed specifically for the KTM SX range
whilst complying with noise regulations, the AKRAPOVIČ
EVOLUTION LINE can certainly intensify your ride.

FACTORY WHEELS
The KTM FACTORY FRONT & REAR WHEELS with D.I.D DirtStar
rims are an ideal compromise between rigidity and flexibility. A
fully anodized hub has been especially developed for each rim,
and the wheelset offers maximum weight savings with improved
stability for supreme handling in the heat of the battle, whilst
looking great too.

FACTORY SEAT
Suits the current factory-style graphics kits.

SKID PLATE
Protection is certainly important when battling in the toughest
conditions. The KTM PowerParts SKID PLATE provides the
most effective protection for the frame and engine. Whilst being
extremely lightweight, the skid plate fits directly to the frame
and is extremely durable for the toughest offroad use.

BRAKE DISC GUARD
Intelligent fitting system and allows the tire to be changed,
brake to be serviced etc. without removing the brake cover.

FACTORY TRIPLE CLAMP
To amplify the performance of the new SX range, KTM offers
the FACTORY TRIPLE CLAMP as an upgrade over the standard
model. Made from high-grade aluminum, the FACTORY TRIPLE
CLAMP with optimally tuned steering stem stiffness provides
precise flexibility plus optimized geometry for improved
handling. With an offset adjustment of 20 or 22 mm, this
orange anodized clamp can certainly boost any KTM SX.

RADIATOR FAN
For the most extreme conditions, the KTM RADIATOR FAN
provides increased airflow and better cooling for maximum
performance. The digital control allows you to adjust the settings
for the thermostat to switch on and off the fan. A must for any
rider planning to compete in difficult terrain.

FACTORY RADIATOR KIT
KTM factory radiators for more efficient cooling.
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INSTENSIFIED
TO INTENSIFY ANY KTM SPORTMINICYCLE LOOK NO
FURTHER THAN THE KTM POWERPARTS RANGE
Specifically tailored to enhance any junior machine, these parts are made
from the highest quality and designed by our engineers in Mattighofen,
Austria. From the Akrapovič exhaust components to the protective brake
cylinder cover, these special and supreme quality parts are certainly
the best to take any KTM Sportminicycle to new heights.

LOWERING KIT
The low suspension kits specially developed by KTM in
collaboration with WP are the perfect compromise between
maximum chassis performance and minimum possible seat
height. Just like the standard parts, the components used here
are manufactured from the highest quality materials and, just
like the standard parts, they have been specially tuned for
offroad use in intensive endurance tests.

OUTER CLUTCH COVER
All of the KTM CNC parts are manufactured from the highest
quality aluminum and whilst looking great, they also can
withstand the toughest treatment. To enhance any
KTM Sportminicycle the OUTER CLUTCH COVER can certainly
provide the factory look with additional engine protection.

AKRAPOVIČ “SLIP-ON LINE”
The AKRAPOVIČ SLIP-ON LINE provides more power and torque
for the KTM junior machines and is ideal for any youngster
lining up to compete with its performance enhancements.
Manufactured from high-grade titanium with a carbon fiber
silencer cap, the AKRAPOVIČ SLIP-ON LINE can maximize your
junior’s KTM SX.
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KTM
POWERWEAR
BE READY FOR ANYTHING
FOR RIDERS WHO WANT
giving total commitment on every ride, the KTM PowerWear collection has it all. For KTM fans
TO LOOK THE PART whilst
who just love their KTM SX, this exciting range of products from the SE SLASH SHIRT to the
TECH 10 BOOTS has something for everyone. With helmets, goggles, protection and riding gear
created by KTM, and in some cases with premium partners, the KTM PowerWear line-up has been
specifically designed with KTM riders in mind, so they can state their stance and ride to the limit.
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1. AVIATOR 2.3 HELMET

4. SE SLASH GLOVES

Race-proven premium offroad helmet
› Removable, magnetic, washable, moisture-wicking inner lining and
cheek pads
› Elaborate ventilation system
› AIROH Multiaction Safety System™ (AMS)
› Emergency help tabs (removable cheek pads)
› Helmet edge specifically optimized for neck brace
› Weight 1,050 g (± 50 g)
› Made exclusively for KTM by AIROH

Lightweight performance MX gloves
› Perforated palms
› Silicone print for better grip
› Touchscreen function
› Slightly pre-bent fingers
› LYCRA® finger sidewalls
› UV-resistant and fade-proof sublimation prints
› Designed exclusively for KTM by TLD

2. PROSPECT GOGGLES

Lightweight performance MX pants
› Perforated ventilation zones
› Mesh panels for optimum ventilation
› Heatproof and abrasion-resistant leather knee reinforcement
› UV-resistant and fade-proof sublimation prints
› Designed exclusively for KTM by TLD

Premium offroad goggles
› Moisture management due to three-layer, fleece foam lining
› Large lenses for a better field of view
› Injected polycarbonate shield lens with protection against UVA, UVB
and UVC
› Transparent replacement glass included
› Removeable nose guard–NoFog™ technology
› SCOTT Lens Lock System–SCOTT TruView single WORKS lens
› Headband with adhesive silicone strips
› Made exclusively for KTM by SCOTT

3. SE SLASH SHIRT
Lightweight performance MX shirt
› Perforated ventilation zones
› UV-resistant and fade-proof sublimation prints
› Taped sleeve cuffs
› Optimum fit in riding position (front short, back long)
› Exclusively for KTM by TLD
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SE SLASH HERO

5. SE SLASH PANTS

6. TECH 10 BOOTS
High-quality racing boots
› Streamlined design
› Reduced volume and weight
› Lightweight microfiber, impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell
› Anatomical shin and calf-plates
› Patented Frontal Flexion Control Frame
› Asymmetrical Dual-pivot Arms
› Patented Dynamic Heel Compression Shock Absorber
› Cold-forged aluminum buckles
› Unique sole integration
› Two grip zones on the inner side
› Lightweight, low profile sole
› Made exclusively for KTM by ALPINESTARS
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1. COMP LIGHT HELMET

4. GRAVITY-FX GLOVES

Advanced, lightweight offroad helmet
› Removable, washable, moisture-wicking inner lining
and cheek pads
› Replaceable mouth and back of head ventilation
› Helmet edge specially optimized for neck brace
› Weight 1,150 g (± 50 g)

Lightweight performance MX gloves
› Silicone print for better grip
› Touchscreen function
› Slightly pre-bent fingers
› LYCRA® finger sidewall

2. HUSTLE MX GOGGLES

Lightweight performance MX pants
› Heatproof and abrasion-resistant leather knee reinforcement
› Perforated ventilation zones
› Taped seams

Advanced performance MX goggles
› Moisture management due to three-layer, fleece foam lining
› LEXAN® glass with protection against UVA, UVB and UVC
› Transparent replacement glass included
› NoFog™ technology
› SCOTT TruView single WORKS lens
› Headband with adhesive silicone strips
› Made exclusively for KTM by SCOTT

3. GRAVITY-FX SHIRT BLACK
Lightweight performance MX shirt
› Mesh panels for optimum ventilation
› Perforated ventilation zones
› Taped sleeve cuffs
› Optimum fit in riding position (front short, back long)
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5. GRAVITY-FX PANTS BLACK

6. TECH 7 MX BOOTS
Anatomically profiled MX specific boots
› MX suitable two-component sole
› Ergonomically cut forefoot
› Abrasion-proof, rip-resistant microfiber material
› PU reinforced upper material
› Buckle closure system with high-impact aluminum bridge closures
and memory settings
› Stainless steel heel and toe protection
› TPU ankle protection system
› Abrasion-proof, impact-resistant TPU protectors on shin and calf
› Made exclusively for KTM by ALPINESTARS

GRAVITY-FX BLACK HERO
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1. KIDS DYNAMIC-FX HELMET

4. KIDS GRAVITY-FX GLOVES

Kids offroad helmet
› Removable, washable, moisture-wicking inner lining and cheek pads
› Dual-density EPS inner shell
› Kids specific helmet shell
› Emergency help tabs (removable cheek pads)
› Helmet edge specially optimized for neck brace
› Weight 1,150 g (± 50 g)

Lightweight offroad gloves
› Silicone print for better grip
› LYCRA® finger sidewalls
› TPR Velcro closure
› UV-resistant and fade-proof sublimation prints

2. KIDS BUZZ PRO GOGGLES
Performance MX goggles for kids
› NoFog™ technology
› LEXAN® glass with protection against UVA, UVB and UVC
› SCOTT TruView single WORKS lens
› Headband with adhesive silicone strips
› Made exclusively for KTM by SCOTT

4
5

3. KIDS GRAVITY-FX SHIRT
Kids MX shirt
› Mesh panels for optimum ventilation
› Perforated ventilation zones
› Finely ventilated PE fabric
› Raglan-style sleeves
› UV-resistant and fade-proof sublimation prints

6

KIDS
GRAVITY-FX HERO

5. KIDS GRAVITY-FX PANTS
Kids MX pants
› Perforated ventilation zones
› Heatproof and abrasion-resistant knee structure made from KEVLAR®
› Reinforced with CORDURA
› Elasticized panels in movement-intensive areas

6. KIDS TECH 7S MX BOOTS
Anatomically profiled offroad boots for kids
› MX suitable two-component sole
› Ergonomically cut forefoot
› Abrasion-proof, rip-resistant microfiber material
› PU reinforced upper material
› Buckle closure system with high-impact aluminum bridge closures
and memory settings
› Stainless steel heel and toe protection
› TPU ankle protection system
› Abrasion-proof, impact-resistant TPU protectors on shin and calf
› Made exclusively for KTM by ALPINESTARS
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WP PRO COMPONENTS
ELITE PRODUCTS FOR RACERS & RIDERS
The range of WP PRO COMPONENETS are designed for those who are searching for every possible improvement
to make up the last few percent of their potential. With a proven track record in racing across a wide range of
disciplines, WP PRO COMPONENTS offer more individualization, improved balance, customized setup, increased
comfort and more traction for the toughest conditions.

WP AUTHORIZED CENTERS
WP Suspension GmbH is a brand that is going from strength to strength. High-quality production wares for bikes
such as the WP XACT and WP XPLOR fork and shock absorber are among the WP PRO COMPONENTS range that
reach for the ultimate in suspension technology. WP is growing in market share and is creating new, innovative
products as well as providing leading serial equipment. With 90 Authorized Centers in 26 countries around the
globe, WP Suspension is expanding its service solutions and customer-facing outlets and developing its growth in
sales while providing riders with a highly-customized service.

WP XACT PRO 7448

WP XACT PRO 8950

The WP XACT PRO 7448 fork combines two of WP’s greatest technologies:
The Cone Valve damping system and the AER spring system. The Cone
Valve damping leg is an evolution of the traditional Cone Valve fork with
damping optimized for use in combination with an AER spring leg.

The WP XACT PRO 8950 shock absorbers are the most innovative shocks
on the market. The technology is an exact copy of our Factory Racing
material. The Supertrax equipment allows for the possibility to adjust the
reaction time of Trax, which provides more rebound damping, more control
and more comfort.

BENEFITS
AER technology saves up to 1 kg compared to conventional
competition forks
Optimal options for AER spring setup for initial response thanks to two
separate chambers
Improved riding balance with higher bottoming resistance
Allows for customized setup and improved comfort throughout the
stroke

BENEFITS
The rider feels more traction at the rear wheel, which allows them to
accelerate faster
The bike rides higher in the stroke when navigating repeated bumps
(no “packing down”)
The rider can feel more confident and is more comfortable
More rebound damping
A Trax reaction adjuster (second rebound adjuster)
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HARD FACTS

MY21 SX MODEL UPDATES AT A GLANCE
SX CHASSIS

SX ENGINES

SPORTMINICYCLES/E-SPORTMINICYCLE

KTM 65 SX

› New graphics for a fresh and modern
appearance.
› Reworked front fork with extended oil and air
bypasses reducing pressure peaks.
› New mid-valve damping system offering
exceptional feedback and rider comfort.
› Slightly firmer suspension setting front and rear
for better traction, improved comfort and an
overall confidence-inspiring feeling.
› New ‘low-friction’ seals made by SKF for the
linkage bearings giving reduced friction and
better suspension action.
› New Dunlop Geomax MX-33 tires for improved
tire performance and better traction.
› New 2-stroke throttle assembly with roller
actuation for smoother throttle motion and
improved cable reliability.

// KTM 125 SX
› New piston made of tougher material (Silicon
17,8 –12,7%) for improved reliability.

› New graphics for all models (excluding the KTM SX-E 5).
› Reworked rear shock setting for KTM 50 SX & KTM SX-E 5.
› New tapered handlebar (28/22/18 mm) for KTM 50 SX / KTM 50 SX
MINI that allows to mount thinner grips.
› New handlebar grips (ODI lock-on) with smaller diameter for KTM 50 SX /
KTM 50 SX MINI with 5 mm smaller diameter to fit smaller hands.
› Front fork with thinner outer tubes for KTM 50 SX / KTM 50 SX MINI /
KTM SX-E 5 / KTM 65 SX. A 240 gr weight reduction for 50 cc,
260 gr for the KTM 65 SX.
› Reworked triple clamps for new fork diameter for KTM 50 SX /
KTM 50 SX MINI / KTM SX-E 5 / KTM 65 SX.
› New handlebar pad for KTM 50 SX / KTM 50 SX MINI / KTM 65 SX.
› New throttle assembly with roller actuation for KTM 50 SX /
KTM 50 SX MINI / KTM 65 SX and KTM 85 SX for smoother throttle
motion and improved cable reliability.
› New throttle cable with a firm fixation to the carburetor throttle cover
for KTM 50 SX / KTM 50 SX MINI / KTM 65 SX and KTM 85 SX
models for improved safety.

› New tapered handlebar (28/22 mm).
› New ODI lock-on grips like on the full-size
models.

// KTM 125 SX & KTM 150 SX
› Thicker inner clutch hub sleeves for even better
reliability.
// KTM 450 SX-F
› Upper conrod bearing with bushing (copperberyllium) instead of DLC coated piston pin for
improved reliability.
› Reworked shape of rocker arms, structural
optimization for reduced weight/inertia,
improved stiffness.
› Reworked shift locker for improved reliability.
› Casing with additional fixing points for hour
meter and only two M6 screw dimensions (only
two sizes for entire casing).

KTM 85 SX
› Newly developed brakes made by FORMULA
featuring a 2-piston floating front caliper and
a single-piston floating rear caliper. Their
dimension is close to full-size brakes and the
pads are exchangeable.
› New and larger rear brake disc (220 mm
instead of 210 mm).
› New rear hub that is adapted to the new disc.
› New fork boot that is adapted to the new brake
caliper.
› New clutch master cylinder for the KTM 85 SX
fitting to the design of the new brake master
cylinder.
0.020

TECHNICAL DATA
KTM 125 SX

KTM 150 SX

KTM 250 SX

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
124.8 cc
54 / 54.5 mm
Kick-starter system
6 gears
Mikuni TMX 38
Exhaust control
Mixture oil lubrication 1:40
14:32 15:30 17:28 19:27 19:23 22:24
23:73
13:51
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Kokusan

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
143.99 cc
58 / 54.5 mm
Kick-starter system
6 gears
MIKUNI TMX 38
Exhaust control
Mixture oil lubrication 1:40
14:32 15:30 17:28 19:27 19:23 22:24
23:73
13:48
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Kokusan

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
249 cc
66.4 / 72 mm
Kick-starter system
5 gears
MIKUNI TMX 38
Exhaust control TVC
Mixture oil lubrication 1:60
14:28 16:26 18:24 21:24 22:21
26:73
14:49
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DDS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Kokusan

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310 / 300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21"; 2.15 × 19" Excel
80/100-21"; 100/90-19"
5/8 × 1/4"
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
375 mm
950 mm
7.5 l
87.5 kg

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310 / 300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21"; 2.15 × 19" Excel
80/100-21"; 100/90-19"
5/8 × 1/4"
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
375 mm
950 mm
7.5 l
87.5 kg

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310/300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21"; 2.15 × 19" Excel
80/100-21"; 110/90-19"
5/8 × 1/4"
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
375 mm
950 mm
7.5 l
95.5 kg

ENGINE
ENGINE TYPE
DISPLACEMENT
BORE / STROKE
COMPRESSION RATIO
STARTER / BATTERY
TRANSMISSION
FUEL SYSTEM
CONTROL
LUBRICATION
GEAR RATIOS
PRIMARY RATIO
FINAL DRIVE
COOLING
CLUTCH
IGNITION / ENGINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CHASSIS
FRAME
SUBFRAME
HANDLEBAR
FRONT SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION TRAVEL FRONT / REAR
FRONT / REAR BRAKES
FRONT / REAR RIMS
FRONT / REAR TIRES
CHAIN
MUFFLER
STEERING HEAD ANGLE
TRIPLE CLAMP OFFSET
WHEEL BASE
GROUND CLEARANCE
SEAT HEIGHT
FUEL TANK CAPACITY, APPROX.
WEIGHT, READY TO RACE WITHOUT FUEL, APPROX.

ENGINE
ENGINE TYPE
DISPLACEMENT
BORE / STROKE
COMPRESSION RATIO
STARTER / BATTERY
TRANSMISSION
FUEL SYSTEM
CONTROL
LUBRICATION
GEAR RATIOS
PRIMARY RATIO
FINAL DRIVE
COOLING
CLUTCH
IGNITION / ENGINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

KTM 250 SX-F

KTM 350 SX-F

KTM 450 SX-F

Single cylinder, 4-stroke
249.9 cc
78 / 52.3 mm
14.4:1
E-starter / lithium ion 12.8V 2 Ah
5 gears
Keihin EFI, throttle body 44 mm
4 V / DOHC with cam followers
Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps
13:32 16:32 17:28 19:26 21:25
24:73
14:51
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Keihin EMS

Single cylinder, 4-stroke
349.7 cc
88 / 57.5 mm
14.2:1
E-starter / lithium ion 12.8V 2 Ah
5 gears
Keihin EFI, throttle body 44 mm
4 V / DOHC with cam followers
Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps
14:28 16:26 18:24 21:24 22:21
24:73
14:51
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Keihin EMS

Single cylinder, 4-stroke
449.9 cc
95 / 63.4 mm
12.75:1
E-starter / lithium ion 12.8V 2 Ah
4 gears
Keihin EFI, throttle body 44 mm
4 V / SOHC with rocker arms
Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps
16:32 18:30 20:28 22:26
31:76
13:49
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc DDS-clutch, Brembo hydraulics
Keihin EMS

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310 / 300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21”; 2.15 × 19” Excel
80/100-21”; 110/90-19”
5/8 × 1/4”
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
370 mm
950 mm
7l
99 kg

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310 / 300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21”; 2.15 × 19” Excel
80/100-21”; 110/90-19”
5/8 × 1/4”
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
370 mm
950 mm
7l
99.5 kg

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 steel
Aluminum
NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP USD, AER 48, Ø 48 mm
WP shock absorber with linkage
310 / 300 mm
Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm
1.60 × 21”; 2.15 × 19” Excel
80/100-21”; 110/90-19”
5/8 × 1/4”
Aluminum
63.9°
22 mm
1,485 ± 10 mm
370 mm
950 mm
7l
100 kg

CHASSIS
FRAME
SUBFRAME
HANDLEBAR
FRONT SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION TRAVEL FRONT / REAR
FRONT / REAR BRAKES
FRONT / REAR RIMS
FRONT / REAR TIRES
CHAIN
MUFFLER
STEERING HEAD ANGLE
TRIPLE CLAMP OFFSET
WHEEL BASE
GROUND CLEARANCE
SEAT HEIGHT
FUEL TANK CAPACITY, APPROX.
WEIGHT, READY TO RACE WITHOUT FUEL, APPROX.
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TECHNICAL DATA
KTM SX-E 5

KTM 50 SX

KTM 65 SX

KTM 85 SX

48 V - BLDC motor with outer rotor
2 kW / 3,200 rpm
5 kW / 3,900 rpm
13,8 Nm from 0 rpm
6,000 rpm
8:46
Air cooled
Lithium-Ion KTM Powerpack
21Ah/907 Wh
70 minutes
45 minutes
80-240V/ 50-60 Hz
Quick charging 5 A @ 230 V (AC)
900 W

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
49 cc
39.5 / 40 mm
Kick-starter system
Dell’Orto PHBG 19 BS
Mixture lubrication 1:60
Automatic transmission oil Dextron III “Motorex ATF 3”
Single gear automatic
14:31
33:61
11:40
Liquid cooling
Centrifugal clutch (adjustable)
Selettra 2p D36

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
64.9 cc
45 / 40.8 mm
Kick-starter system
MIKUNI VM 24
Slide valve, exhaust gas pressure dependent
Mixture lubrication 1:60
Motorex Topspeed 4T 15W50
6 gears
13:37 16:34 18:31 21:30 23:28 24:26
23:75
14:48
Liquid cooling
Wet multi-disc clutch, Formula hydraulics
AET digital

Single cylinder, 2-stroke
84.9 cc
47 / 48.95 mm
Kick-starter system
Keihin PWK 28
Rotation speed dependent exhaust flap with sub-exhaust
Mixture lubrication 1:40
Motorex Topspeed 4T 15W50
6 gears
11:29 14:28 16:26 19:26 21:25 20:21
20:64
13:46
Liquid cooling (0,8L)
Wet multi-disc clutch, Formula hydraulics
MEDJ digital

Double grinded central double-cradle-type frame
Fiberglass-reinforced plastic
Tapered aluminum Ø 28/22/18 mm
XACT 35 WP upside-down fork, Ø 35 mm
XACT WP shock absorber
205/185 mm
Disc brake Ø 160 mm
Disc brake Ø 160 mm
1.50 x 12”; 1.60 x 10” Alu
60/100 x 12”; 2.75 x 10”
1/2 x 3/16”
66°
22 mm
1,032 mm ± 10 mm
235 mm
from 550 mm [lowering kit] to 665 mm
approx. 40.8 kg

Double grinded central double-cradle-type frame
Steel
Tapered aluminum Ø 28/22/18 mm
WP XACT 35 upside-down Ø 35 mm
WP XACT mono shock
205 / 185 mm
Disc brake Ø 160 mm
Disc brake Ø 160 mm
1.50 × 12”; 1.60 × 10” Alu
60/100 × 12”; 2.75 × 10”
1/2 × 3/16”
Aluminum
66°
22 mm
1,032 mm ± 10 mm
252 mm
684 mm
2.3 l
41.5 kg

Double grinded central double-cradle-type frame
Aluminum
Tapered aluminum Ø 28/22 mm
WP XACT 35 upside-down Ø 35 mm
WP XACT mono shock
215 / 270 mm
Disc brake Ø 198 mm
Disc brake Ø 160 mm
1.60 × 14”; 1.60 × 12” Alu
60/100 × 14”; 80/100 × 12”
1/2 × 1/4”
Aluminum
64.5°
22 mm
1,137 mm ± 10 mm
280 mm
750 mm
3.5 l
53 kg

Double grinded central double-cradle-type frame
Aluminum
Tapered aluminum, Ø 28 / 22 mm
WP XACT 43 upside-down Ø 43 mm
WP XACT mono shock
278 / 305 mm
Disc brake Ø 240 mm
Disc brake Ø 220 mm
1.40 × 17”; 1.60 × 14” Alu // 1.60 × 19”; 1.85 × 16” Alu
70/100 × 17”; 90/100 × 14” // 70/100 × 19”; 90/100 × 16”
1/2 × 5/16”
Aluminum
66°
14 mm
1,290 mm ± 10 mm
336 mm // 362 mm
865 mm // 890 mm
5.2 l
67 kg // 68 kg

ENGINE
ELECTRIC MOTOR
RATED OUTPUT
MAXIMUM POWER
TORQUE
MAXIMUM MOTOR SPEED
PRIMARY DRIVE
FINAL DRIVE
COOLING SYSTEM
KTM POWERPACK
CAPACITY / ENERGY
CHARGING TIME 100%
CHARGING TIME 80%
CHARGER LINE VOLTAGE
CHARGING INPUT
CHARGING POWER

(17’’ / 14’’ // 19’’ / 16’’)

CHASSIS
FRAME
SUBFRAME
HANDLEBAR
FRONT SUSPENSION
REAR SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION TRAVEL FRONT/REAR
FRONT BRAKE
REAR BRAKE
FRONT/REAR RIMS
FRONT/REAR TIRES
CHAIN
STEERING HEAD ANGLE
TRIPLE CLAMP OFFSET
WHEEL BASE
GROUND CLEARANCE
SEAT HEIGHT
WEIGHT
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